
The amazing Bengal cat

The Bengal Cat has a happy, loving, active, interactive and extremely
intelligent personality. Every domestic cat breed has its unique features, and
the exotic heritage of the Bengal cat can be seen in their every day activities.
While Bengals will happily search out a lap or stretch out on the sofa next to
you during naptime, they are very active during the rest of the day. For 40%
of the time at least, Bengals are astounding athletes. They can rush around
with great glee, climb doors and cupboards, and leap to huge heights. My
Bengal will land on my shoulder in a single leap from a couple of metres away,
in order to assist me in any interesting activity such as answering the door, or
looking in a cupboard. They will bounce about, roll around, switch lights on and
off (!) and even do full somersaults whilst in high spirits. Kittens in particular
can be all over the place, in a veritable stampede of spotty fluff. When excited,
they often tremble and twitch their tails, or fluff them up into a massive
‘racoon-tail’. The character displayed during these antics is often rather similar
to that of ‘Tigger’ in the ‘Winnie the Pooh’ books - inquisitive, hyper-active,
over-the-top, but very loveable with a heart of gold. 

Perhaps fortunately, the flip side of Bengal behaviour is that for much of the
time, Bengals go to the other extreme, and become total softies. They flop
over and roll on their backs in ecstasy, come up to you and nuzzle your face,
purring wildly, then finally curl up into happy little balls and fall fast asleep.
They genuinely crave affection and will spend many happy hours resting piled
up on top of you purring. They will wake you in the night, rubbing their head
against you and paddling happily on the covers with their paws, then sleep
silently with you till morning. They have ridiculous stretchy moods when they
roll and writhe around on their backs in a most uninhibited manner. This



makes a lovely complement to the Bengal’s energetic moments. 

The energetic Bengal is not for people who just want a leopard print cat for
decoration. Whether they are fishing in the aquarium or playing in their water-
bowls, fetching balls for their families, taking walks on a leash or climbing to
the top of the highest cupboards, Bengals are constantly on the move and are
perfect for anyone who wants to interact and play with their cat daily. The
Bengal cat, like many other pets, demands a good deal of attention and
affection and enjoys being an integral part of the family.

Bengals are active, talkative cats that love to play even in water! The Bengals
direct ancestor the Asian Leopard Cat is a cat that loves to fish and therefore
many Bengals have been known to climb right in to the shower or tub to join in
the fun. Their curiosity and intelligence makes them a very well rounded cat,
always wanting to know what you are up to. The investigation abilities of the
Bengal never cease to amaze.

The Bengal cat is a very people oriented cat that has many "dog-like"
characteristics,  they love to play fetch, they follow you from room to room
and always greet you with a loving welcome.. Bengals are affectionate, bed
hoggers, and very loyal to their people. They are quick to learn and adapt.
They are active cats always ready to play. Bengals like their food. They have to
be first to get to it! The main trouble with feeding Bengals can be that they
tend to climb inside the food bag before you can pour it out, and treats such as
chicken pieces are carried off and guarded proudly with a low growl! 
They are also very vocal and talkative, always eager for human 
companionship and approval. The Bengal also mixes well with 
children and other animals. These beautiful, majestic cats 
will grace any home and be a loyal life companion.

Bengal cats are also unique in that these cats actually 
love and enjoy water. They will play for 
hours with a slightly running tap and 
will delight children and adults alike with 
its playful antics with water.

In summary, Bengals have very engaging, 
energetic, loving characters and this is one of 
the main reasons they are wonderful pets. 
Their character would not make them ideal pets 
for someone who wants a quiet, low key companion, 
but makes them amazing pets for people who want 
a more ‘dog-like’ member of the family, along the 
same lines as oriental cats, but with many special 
features that make them unique and 
rewarding pets. 


